
January 31: Music in Chaucer’s time 
Playlist Listening Guide 
 
 

Track 1  
“Garrit gallus—In nova fert”   Philippe de Vitry (1291-1361, Paris, France) 
motet 
 
Around 1322-23 de Vitry, a composer, poet, and bishop of Meaux, wrote a treatise called Ars Nova, 
and this gave rise to a new style of music, an especially secular one that grew out of religious motets 
from the thirteenth century. One of the primary features of the Ars Nova was intricate rhythmic 
writing. Composers tried dividing the beat in 2, 3, 4, 5, and more parts. Rhythmic patterns were 
devised and repeated and then fit underneath melodies without regard for word stress and lyrics. 
 
 
 
Track 2 
“Puis qu’en oubil”    Guillaume de Machaut (1300-1377, Reims, France) 
rondeau 
 
Machaut is perhaps best known for developing isorhythm, a compositional technique that isolated 
rhythm from melody. It is also known that in his many travels Chaucer encountered and admired 
Machaut’s music. This piece may be for one male voice with two instruments on the other parts or 
for three male voices, as heard in this track. Although it has a more or less consistent beat, it 
employs various rhythm combinations. 
 
 
 
Track 3 
“Non avrà ma’ pietà”    Francesco Landini (1325-1397, Florence, Italy) 
ballata 
 
The ballata, an Italian polyphonic style, originally came from a song that indicated dancing, but by 
the time Landini was composing, it was a lyrical piece with influence from the French ballade style. 
Landini was blind for most of his life after contracting smallpox as a child and became a well-
known poet, theorist, and practitioner of music. He was celebrated as a virtuoso on many 
instruments, especially a small portable organ, the organetto. A 1425 book, Paradiso degli Alberti 
recounted short stories that supposedly happened in 1389 (similar in format to Chaucer’s 
Canterbury Tales or Boccaccio’s Decameron), and Landini is one of the primary characters (such as 
the knight, miller, or wife of Bath in Chaucer). One excerpt from the book reads: 
 

Now the sun rose higher and the heat of the day increased. The whole company remained 
in the pleasant shade, as a thousand birds sang among the verdant branches. Someone 
asked Francesco [Landini] to play the organ a little, to see whether the sound would make 
the birds increase or diminish their song. He did so at once, and a great wonder followed. 
When the sound began many of the birds fell silent and gathered around as if in 
amazement, listening for a long time. Then they resumed their song and redoubled it, 



showing inconceivable delight, and especially one nightingale, who came and perched 
above the organ on a branch over Francesco’s head.1 

                                                 
1 Giovanni da Prato, Il Paradiso degli Alberti, ed. A. Wesselofsky, trans. D. J. Grout (Bologna, 1867), 111-13. 


